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Abstract
This paper reports on the development of a server system construction training system (SSCTS) designed to educate prospective
server engineers. Since server system construction, operation, and management issues are vital knowledge for server engineers, they must
comprehensively learn the details of server system monitoring, construction, troubleshooting, etc. In order to achieve this, a learning
system using multiple real servers is normally required for each learner (user). This inevitably means that there will be numerous issues
that must be overcome in terms of cost, operations, and maintenance, particularly when preparing an environment where multiple users
can learn simultaneously. The SSCTS makes this possible by using server virtualization technology and virtual network computing.
The system is based around the four main learning menus of “Monitoring”, “Server construction”, “System construction”, and
“Troubleshooting”, which were prepared with an emphasis on server system construction, operation, and management. In each menu,
users acquire knowledge while interacting with the SSCTS to engage in examination and construction activities, and each user can access
and use up to 25 virtual servers simultaneously. Under normal circumstances, a system with multiple virtual servers that are presented as
one unit will require long time periods for system porting and other expansion activities, and there will be concerns regarding the
possibility of human errors caused by manual operations. To address these problems, we developed and introduced an automatic porting
system for the SSCTS and then verified the system’s effectiveness via the following experiment.
Taking the construction of a failover cluster system as an example, two groups, Group A (which used the SSCTS) and Group B
(which used a real server system consisting of multiple servers), participated both in the experiment and in examinations presented before
and after system construction to determine their comprehension improvements. Then, the two groups exchanged systems, and the system
construction process was repeated, after which a questionnaire regarding operability was given to both groups. The results of the pretest
and posttest examinations showed definite and similar levels of knowledge improvements for both groups, thus indicating that as a
training system for server engineers, the SSCTS is superior to a real server system in terms of cost and power consumption.

1.

Introduction

The novel coronavirus pandemic has emerged as one of the greatest threats to modern society and has caused numerous
problems in various fields, including economics, medical care, and education. One of the basic countermeasures to prevent the
spread of this virus is to avoid human-to-human contact. Therefore, the roles of information systems required for teleworking,
online education, and other online activities are extremely important. However, Japan is now faced with the inadequacy of its
teleworking environment and a lack of infrastructure necessary for online education. Because of this, the nation is making efforts
to accelerate the introduction of information technology (IT) and to expand and strengthen the availability of Internet services [1].
However, it has also been pointed out that Japan is facing a shortage of IT human resources required to develop and operate these
systems [2].
With those problems in mind, various studies aimed at reducing the loads on IT-related system operators have been
conducted [3]-[9]. In addition, research on learning systems related to IT-based education systems and server systems, including
networks, has advanced [10]-[25]. However, many of the studies teach limited functions, and there are no systems for
comprehensively imparting all of the required knowledge. Basic knowledge such as operating system (OS) installation, system
monitoring, server construction, server system construction, and troubleshooting is particularly important for server engineers.
Since prospective server engineers must comprehensively learn these topics, an education system using multiple real servers was
previously required for each learner (user), and numerous issues related to cost, operations, and maintenance were inevitably
encountered when preparing an environment where multiple users could be educated simultaneously.
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In response to these issues, we have developed a server system construction training system (SSCTS) for the purpose of
training prospective server engineers. This system is based on CentOS (Linux), which is often adopted as the OS for servers and
employs Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) server virtualization software and virtual network computing (VNC) to allow
multiple users to simultaneously interact with the SSCTS, which runs on one computer. Because the SSCTS focuses on server
system construction, operation, and management, it supports the following four main learning menus: “Monitoring”, “Server
construction”, “System construction”, and “Troubleshooting”. In each menu, “active learning” is performed while users actually
engage in examination and construction activities, and each user can access and use 25 virtual servers simultaneously. However,
since the high number of virtual servers in the SSCTS would normally require a lengthy construction time when adding a user, we
developed and introduced an automatic porting system for the SSCTS and then verified the effectiveness of the system via the
experiment described below.
Taking the construction of a failover cluster system (FOC) as an example, this experiment examined user comprehension
levels in reference to the presented learning materials. Specifically, participants were divided into two groups: Group A (which
used the SSCTS) and Group B (which used a real server system consisting of multiple servers). Tests were presented to each
group before and after system construction to examine user comprehension improvements, after which the groups exchanged
systems, and the process was repeated. After completing the second set of system constructions, a questionnaire regarding
operability was presented to both groups. The results of this experiment show the superiority of the SSCTS as a training system for
server engineers and for improving the knowledge required to construct a server system.
The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows. Related research is described in Section 2. Next, the SSCTS
configuration, its functions, and the automatic porting system required to add users are shown in Section 3. Section 4 then
describes the outline and functions of the learning menu, which is focused on server system construction, operation, and
management. Next, Section 5 describes the FOC construction experiment mentioned above, including details on the experimental
method, the use of comparative examinations for determining comprehension levels imparted by both the SSCTS and the real
server system, and an analysis of the experimental results. Finally, we provide our conclusions in Section 6.

2.

Related research

Various studies have been conducted or are now underway aimed at reducing the loads on IT-related system operators. For
example, in the field of troubleshooting with a focus on data centers, an integrated design that considers cloud service problems
such as a single-link failure, service failures on data center networks, and data center network placement was discussed [3].
Separately, hardware problems and service abnormalities were evaluated in relation to server security and network resources of a
virtual data center [4], and a high-availability virtual infrastructure management framework that considers the problem rate of data
center devices was reported [5].
Since servers are the fundamental units of systems providing services in data centers, methods that facilitate rapid failure
recovery efforts by improving data redundancy before a serious server failure or network error occurs are essential. This can be
accomplished by detecting impending failures in servers that construct high-availability distributed clusters along with minor
network abnormalities that can affect cluster operation [6]; the development of a multiple-server backup system that can back up
the functions of several real servers using virtual servers started from one real server [7]; proposing a high-availability server
system and a peer-to-peer method server management system that does not require a specific management server [8]; and the
introduction of a power-saving, high-availability server system with two types of power-saving server system configurations that
consider the server system operating environment [9].
In addition, research on learning systems related to IT-based educational and server systems, including networks, is
advancing. For example, in the field of e-learning, a method that improves the efficiency of learning data analysis by arranging
learning content from the cloud to the network edge was proposed [10]; as an education management system, the design and
implementation of an application system based on a cloud computing platform were discussed [11]; a Web server educational
system that adopts Docker container technology and a developed education management and learning system was proposed [12];
the development of a model to analyze large-scale data collected in education using mobile terminals and the realization of
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feedback that fits educational needs was reported [13]; and the construction of a virtual learning environment that supports
interactive virtual reality to provide a better learning experience was discussed [14].
Furthermore, in the field of basic learning, a programming learning system that focuses on essential components such as
the algorithms used in programming education was proposed [15]; an e-learning system that supports programming education
was discussed [16]; the construction of a learning environment that stimulates and evaluates programming-related thinking in
operations during exercises was proposed [17]; the construction of a Linux operating system (OS) installation exercise
environment using virtual machines was discussed [18]; and an exercise system in which multiple learners can simultaneously
construct one network was advanced [19].
As for security, on the subject of hijacking Internet of Things (IoT) devices, network security education that works by
exposing trainees to actual denial of service (DoS) attacks was proposed [20]; the development of a low-cost offensive and
defensive network security exercise system that considers the attacker’s perspective, as well as the defender’s perspective, was
discussed [21]; and server intrusion exercises using a virtual server with preset vulnerabilities for the purpose of raising security
awareness were reported [22].
In the field of server management, the development of a system that records the entered commands and contents of edited
configuration files during server management exercises was proposed [23]; the planning and operation of a server configuration
training program, including vulnerability evaluations and the remediation process, were discussed [24]; and the construction of a
training environment with an advisory function for system administrators and a learning model proposal for server administrators
presented as a browser application were reported [25].
However, many of the abovementioned studies only teach limited functions, and there are no systems for comprehensively
imparting all of the required knowledge. In basic IT service management (ITSM) training courses, students comprehensively
study system construction basics, security management basics, ITSM basics, IT basics, and other product knowledge [26]. Our
SSCTS covers all of those course items except product knowledge. Moreover, in IT education, it is necessary to acquire multiple
information technologies such as cyber security, information networks, architecture design, and system integration, which means a
curriculum for training IT engineers with a wide range of knowledge is also necessary, as has been shown [27]. Our SSCTS can
comprehensively teach security, system construction, operation, management, and server virtualization technology to prospective
server engineers.

3. SSCTS outline
3.1. System configuration for SSCTS
Figure 1 shows the system configuration for SSCTS. As mentioned above, the SSCTS is based on CentOS (Linux), which
is often used as an OS for servers, and uses KVM and VNC in order to make it possible for multiple users to train on the system at
the same time. The SSCTS, which is mounted on a single computer equipped with Domain Name System (DNS) and VNC
server functions, provides individual training systems configured for each user. Each user uses a VNC client to access the SSCTS,
and connections with the client are divided by Network Address Translation (NAT) for each user login. This allows each user to
execute the training system in an independent environment. For example, when logging in User 1, NAT 1 is used for
communication. Additionally, if the SSCTS is used via the Internet, it can be realized by installing a Virtual Private Network
(VPN) server.
In the SSCTS training system, operation, server construction, and system construction manuals are provided to facilitate
user operability improvements. There are also two clients: Client 1, which is used for accessing each server, and Client 2, which is
used to examine the connection settings with those servers. There are also seven general servers (example servers) to provide
normal functions, which are prepared as examples for demonstrating server settings. Additionally, there are five initial training
servers (on which only the OS is installed) for use in actually constructing the server system, and 11 servers for use in configuring
the sample server system.
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Fig. 1: System construction for SSCTS.
To simplify operations, the SSCTS adopts a menu selection method that is executed by selecting a button according to the
desired content. Figure 2(a) shows the main menu. The structures of each menu and the learning syllabus contents can be
examined in the “SSCTS operation manual”. In “Basic”, the fundamental lessons and exercises related to installing a CentOS and
learning UNIX commands can be performed, while in “Server control”, controls related to starting and stopping the virtual server
used in the training menu, an examination covering the server start status, and the initial settings for the servers are available.
Details of the training menu are shown in Fig. 2(b). When considering server system construction, operation, and
management, it is important that prospective server engineers acquire server knowledge on monitoring technologies, server and
server system construction technologies, and fault countermeasure methods. Therefore, the SSCTS has four main menus:
“Monitoring”, “Server construction”, “System construction”, and “Troubleshooting”. In the Monitoring menu, an environment for
learning the command operations required for server monitoring is provided. Actions that can be performed while referring to the
manual include examining the server log, monitoring network packets using the UNIX “tcpdump” command, examining the
service offer and resource usage statuses, and examining the security setting status.
The settings and statuses of Client 2, which handles tasks related to mail, file, proxy, and Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) servers, can also be examined. In addition, server monitoring using Zabbix can be performed. In the Server
Construction menu, an environment for learning server construction is prepared, and server construction exercises using the
training server can be performed while referring to the manual. After construction, the server operation is examined via the method
learned in the monitoring menu. In the System Construction menu, an environment for learning the construction process is
prepared, and actual construction is performed using the training server. In addition, users can examine the operating status of the
constructed system while referring to the manual. Here, users can use the practical skills acquired when studying via the
Monitoring and Server Construction menus. In the Troubleshooting menu, the “Manual selection” option allows the faulty server
and fault type to be selected manually, while the “Automatic selection” option allows them to be selected randomly, thus making it
possible for users to engage in realistic troubleshooting exercises.
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(a) Main menu

(b) Training menu
Fig. 2: Menu configuration and functions.

3.2. System construction
The SSCTS uses a menu method in order to improve operability. Because this system was developed on Linux, the UNIX
“Tcl/Tk” toolkit was used for developing the menu display system. Figure 3 shows the menu display program for server selection,
in which users can set the title, window size, font, button name, and command to be executed when it is selected. For example,
when the “Mail” button is selected, the program mail.sh (UNIX C shell procedure) that starts the mail server is executed. The “&”
in the program indicates execution in background processing. Therefore, because multiple of these buttons can be selected,
multiple servers can be started at the same time. When the “Quit” button is selected, the window is closed, and the program is
terminated.
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Fig. 3: Menu display of Tcl/Tk composed program.
Because the SSCTS is designed to be used by multiple users at the same time, it was necessary to prepare system software
and virtual servers that can be operated by individual uses. Therefore, it has a system configuration that can manage them
efficiently. Figure 4 shows the system software configuration and its features. Note that only the program for displaying the main
menu is distributed to each user. The configuration required to use the program, which executes each menu function and is owned
by the server administrator (root), is different for each user. To allow each user to operate the virtual server differently in, e.g., the
server construction exercise, the username is examined at login, and the directory path for the virtual server system data is changed
according to the username.

Fig. 4: System software configuration and features.
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In the figure, we can see that when using the mail server, User 1 is set to use u1-mail belonging to the NAT 1 network, and
User 2 is set to use u2-mail belonging to the NAT 2 network. In the SSCTS, 25 virtual servers are assigned to each user, who is
expected to use them to execute the training menu shown in Fig. 2(b). Because the maximum disk capacity of one virtual server is
10 GB, the maximum disk capacity required for one user is 250 GB.
Since the SSCTS prepares 25 virtual servers for educating each user, in order to prepare an environment that can be used
by multiple users to use at the same time, it is necessary to copy and configure 25 virtual servers each time a new user is created.
Generally speaking, in a system with multiple virtual servers as one unit, it takes a long time to port the system or conduct other
expansions. In addition, the potential for human error to introduce flaws due to manual operation is a matter of serious concern. To
minimize these problems, we designed the automatic porting system shown in Fig. 5. To set a virtual server with the same
functions for each user, a virtual local area network (LAN) is constructed using a different NAT for each user.

Fig. 5: Automatic porting system details.
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The procedure for porting the virtual server is shown in Fig. 5(a). Here, the cloning source server is mail, and the ported
server is u1-mail. The clone server mail-clone is created from the mail server and has the same settings as the mail server, such as
the Internet Protocol (IP) address. Thus, u1-mail can be created by executing the settings shown in (i) through (v). As an example,
Fig. 5(b) shows the procedure for porting the server system using the FOC system. Two servers that configure the FOC system are
cloned, and the processing shown in Fig. 5(a) is performed. Next, the cluster is reconstructed in the two servers, and the cluster
operation starts. Finally, a snapshot is created.
A porting experiment using the SSCTS server, which has a Core i9-9900K central processing unit (CPU), 64 GB of
memory, and a solid-state drive (SSD) as storage media, was conducted. The CentOS standard has a file descriptor of 1024, a
maximum number of 256,221 processes, and unlimited total CPU time and memory usage. The standard OS settings are used.
Here, it should be noted that if this porting operation were to be performed manually, it would take approximately 0.5 hours for
one virtual server. In contrast, one virtual server can be completed in approximately 1 minute with the proposed system, and there
is no need to worry about human errors. Based on a calculation of 25 virtual servers, the creation process for each user takes
approximately 12.5 hours and 0.4 hours for manual operation and the proposed system, respectively. This means that if the
proposed system is adopted, the time required for porting operation is approximately 1/30 of the time required for manual porting.
Figure 5(c) shows the SSCTS automatic porting system. In this figure, the SSCTS server is the computer on which the
system is installed, and the SSCTS_clone server (on which only an OS is installed) is the porting target. First, the SSCTS system
data, including the 25 virtual servers, are copied from the SSCTS server to the SSCTS_clone server. Next, the SSCTS clone server
can be constructed by executing the settings shown in (i) through (vii). A porting experiment using the SSCTS_clone server,
which has a Core i7-3770 CPU, 8 GB of memory, and an SSD, is conducted. Here, standard CentOS settings are used, and it can
be seen that the porting operation was completed in approximately 0.25 hours. However, because only the administrator (root) is
set in this state, before it can actually be used, it is necessary to first add the users, then copy the program for displaying the main
menu (shown in Fig. 4) before finally porting the 25 virtual servers.

4. Server system construction training
4.1. Server monitoring
From the Monitoring menu, exercises for two monitoring types, external monitoring using a client and internal monitoring
logged in to the target server, can be targeted at the sample server. In addition, monitoring using Zabbix can be performed.

Fig. 6: Server monitoring exercises.
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As stated previously, Client 2 handles the mail, file, proxy, and DHCP servers and is used for examining their settings and
statuses. The system construction manual describes how to examine the log file of each server, how to use the commands
necessary to monitor and examine them, how to examine the setting status in Client 2, and how to use Zabbix. Figure 6 shows an
example of monitoring and examining the mail server. When selecting “Examination” in the Monitoring menu, the available
sample server menu selections are displayed. Here, when selecting “Mail”, the mail server and Client 1 are started. External
monitoring activities that can be performed from the client include network access by using the UNIX “ping” command to the
mail server, examining the service offer status using the virtual network terminal, sending test mail to the mail server, and
automatically examining the service offer status using the Expect language. Internal monitoring activities that can be performed
include examining the log that records the receiving and forwarding mail statuses, monitoring the operating status of the program
that provides services, monitoring the detailed status of resource usage and network access, and examining the firewall setting
status. Similar examinations for servers other than the mail server are also available.

4.2. Server construction
In the Server Construction menu, construction can be performed while referring to the manual, which describes all the
necessary settings, commands, and usage methods. Figure 7 shows the construction of the mail server as an example. If “Training”
in “Mail” is selected from the Server Construction menu, training server startup is performed, and the manual for constructing the
mail server is displayed. Here, it should be noted that installing the mail forwarding program (postfix) and the receiving program
(dovecot) can also be performed while referring to the manual. Next, the processes of editing the configuration file required for
each program, the firewall settings, and the startup and auto-start settings for each program are performed. To determine whether
the constructed mail server can operate normally, the method explained in the Monitoring menu can be used.
For servers other than the mail server, httpd for the web server, sshd for the login server, nfs for the file server, squid for the
proxy server, vsftpd for the FTP server, and dhcpd for the DHCP server were installed, and examinations of the settings and
operating statuses of those servers are performed in the same way as the mail server. The method explained in the Monitoring
menu can be used to determine whether the constructed server operates normally.

Fig. 7: Server construction.
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4.3. Server system construction
In the System Construction menu, construction exercises (Training) and operating status examinations for the server
system (Examinations) can be performed while referring to the manual. Here, it is possible to perform exercises related to seven
systems that are often adopted in general server systems. Figure 8(a) shows the FOC system that allows another server to continue
providing a service even if one server fails, while Fig. 8(b) shows a load balancing cluster (LBC) system that automatically
disconnects a server when it fails and then provides services to the client via a server that is operating normally. Figure 8(c) shows
a site-to-site VPN system that enables communications with a private IP address at remote locations via the Internet, while Fig.
8(d) shows a remote access VPN system that can connect a client installing the VPN client software to the base site LAN. In Fig.
8(e), we see a monitoring system that can monitor servers and network devices; Fig. 8(f) shows an Ansible system that can
construct multiple servers with similar functions, and Fig. 8(g) shows a redundant load balancer system.
In the system construction exercises, Pacemaker and Corosync are installed to the FOC system, as shown in Fig. 8(a);
HAProxy is installed to the LBC system shown in Fig. 8(b) and the redundant load balancer system shown in Fig. 8(g). In addition,
SoftEther is installed in the VPN system, as shown in Figs. 8(c) and (d); Zabbix is installed to the monitoring system, as shown in
Fig. 8(e); and Ansible is installed in the Ansible system, as shown in Fig. 8(f). Here, the configuration file edits required for each
program, the firewall settings, and the auto-start startup and settings for each program are performed. Thereafter, the system
operating status is examined by the method explained in the Monitoring menu.
Next, the system configuration used in the construction exercise is explained. In the FOC system, one client, one file server,
and two installation targeted servers (Failover 1 and Failover 2) are used, as shown in Fig. 8(a), while one client, one file server,
one load balancer server, and two redundancy servers are used in the LBC system shown in Fig. 8(b). Additionally, one client, one
server, two VPN servers, and one router are used in the site-to-site VPN system shown in Fig. 8(c), while one client, one server,
one VPN server, and one router are used in the remote access VPN system shown in Fig. 8(d). Furthermore, one client, one
Zabbix server, and six sample servers for use as target servers (excluding the file server) are used in the Zabbix-based monitoring
system shown in Fig. 8(e), while one client, one Ansible server, and two installation targeted servers are used in the Ansible system
shown in Fig. 8(f). Finally, one client, one file server, two load balancer servers, and two redundancy servers are used in the
redundant load balancer system shown in Fig. 8(g). Here, the router is constructed using a training server.

Fig. 8: Server system construction.
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4.4. Troubleshooting
Figure 9 shows the function and mechanism of the Troubleshooting menu. Here, users can select either “Manual
selection”, which is used to manually select the problem server and the fault type, or “Automatic selection”, which uses random
numbers to automatically select the problem server that causes the fault and the fault type. When automatic selection is used, fault
isolation processing exercises can be conducted. When manual selection is used, it is first necessary to select the faulty server and
then select the fault type. Troubleshooting exercises are available for stopping the service-providing program, stopping the
program that performs network communication, and security system faults such as the firewall program stoppage and setting the
permissions to prevent unauthorized network access. After executing the fault, the abnormal state is examined, and
troubleshooting exercises are conducted while referring to the manual.
In the automatic selection process, the number of targeted servers for troubleshooting is set first. Here, “One”, “Two”, or
“All” can be selected. The targets are a mail server in the case of “One”, a mail server or web server in the case of “Two”, and five
servers in the case of “All”. In the cases of “Two” or “All”, one of the faults is selected by a random number. Here, it should be
noted that the random numbers used in this system, which are also used to determine the fault type, are determined by the seed
value. More specifically, to complexly combine defective servers and fault types, the execution time is used for the seed value, and
the random numbers themselves are generated as shown in the figure. Taking the random number R as an example, when
execution is performed at 10:15:30, 11 random numbers are generated with the seed value set to 31, and the 11th random number
value is used as R. The number of the faulty server shown in the figure is the value obtained by dividing the random number R by
five and then adding one to the remainder.

Fig. 9: Troubleshooting.

5.

Experiments to examine comprehension levels

To examine the user comprehension levels following perusal of the education contents presented by the SSCTS, a
comparative experiment using the SSCTS and a real server system was conducted, taking the construction of an FOC system as
an example. To prepare for the experiment, it was first necessary to create a system operating manual, an FOC system construction
manual, test questions for examining the user comprehension levels, and a questionnaire. It was also necessary to construct a real
server system that could be used for initializing settings.
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5.1. Experiment preparations
In this experiment, the users were required to construct the FOC while using the server system in the initial state. Therefore,
an initialization system was required. Figure 10 shows the flow of the FOC construction and the initialization procedure of each
system. The FOC construction flow is shown in Fig. 10(a). PCS, which is a Corosync and Pacemaker configuration tool, and
Apache were installed in two servers (Failover 1 and Failover 2), and PCS was set to the operating state. Next, the firewall was set
in order to enable communications between the two servers. Because those two servers offer the same service to the client, they
connect to the file server through a Network File System (NFS) connection as a shared area. FOC construction was then
completed by constructing the cluster and setting the resources. The procedure for initializing the FOC system in the SSCTS is
shown in Fig. 10(b). The two virtual servers are then shut down, and complete initialization is realized by reverting those servers to
the state creating the snapshot. FOC system initialization in the real server system is shown in Fig. 10(c), where it can be seen that
initialization is performed by setting (i) through (v). However, the server cannot be initialized if an operation other than the settings
shown in Fig. 10(a) is performed.

Fig. 10: Flow of FOC construction and initialization of each system.
The system operating manual describes SSCTS menu operations, how to start the real server system, and how to log in to
each system. Figure 11 shows the creation of the FOC system construction manual. Both the manuals and the test questions were
created based on the educational objectives considered to be important for constructing the FOC. The training objectives for the
outline and FOC system construction are shown in Fig. 11(a). When creating this outline, it was necessary to ensure readers would
understand the necessity of redundancy and the roles of the software, as well as the need for the virtual IP address that would be
used to construct the FOC. In addition, during construction, the installation of FOC software, its setting method, and the firewall
settings are critically important.
The manual structure is shown in Fig. 11(b). A video was adopted for the FOC outline, and a paper medium was adopted
for the construction manual. Construction manual explanations and execution commands were described based on the training
objectives. In addition, as shown in Fig. 10(a), since there are cases where construction is performed using two servers and cases
where it is performed with just one server, a check box is provided to prevent the user from forgetting to make the appropriate
setting. Furthermore, in order to make input commands easier to see, black and white were inverted, and the font size was set to 14
points. The Google Forms software suite was adopted for the test, which consisted of 15 multiple-choice questions (five choices
per question). The number of questions set for each test content is as follows:
12
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･FOC outline
･Software to configure
･Commands used during construction
･Settings related to construction
･Operating status examinations

(four questions)
(two questions)
(five questions)
(two questions)
(two questions)

Fig. 11: FOC system construction manual creation.

5.2. Experimental system configuration, specifications, and experimental procedure
Figure 12 shows the configuration of the experimental system and the experimental procedure.

Fig. 12: Experimental system configuration and experimental procedure.
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The SSCTS configuration is shown in Fig. 12(a). The SSCTS experimental system consists of a computer with the
Windows OS installed and a computer with the SSCTS installed. Figure 12(b) shows the configuration of the real server system,
which consisted of a client to execute access examinations, a file server for data sharing, two servers for FOC construction, and
one computer switch. The experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 12(c). The experiment was conducted by SSCTS users (Group
A) and real server system users (Group B). The users were 3rd- and 4th-year university students who had completed the UNIX
exercises of class subjects in our university and had no experience in server construction. Here, it should be noted that to ensure the
conditions for both groups were similar, the test contents, manuals, and questionnaires were the same for both groups.
Before performing system construction, pretests were performed on both groups’ users to examine their current level of
understanding regarding the FOC. Thereafter, the explanation manual for operating each system and the manuals necessary for
constructing the FOC were distributed and described. Members of both groups then watched a video explaining the FOC outline,
after which they actually constructed the FOC. Upon completion, both groups were given a posttest to examine their improved
comprehension of the FOC. After both groups had completed the test, the systems were switched, and both groups again
constructed the FOC, as shown in Fig. 12(d). Finally, all users in both groups were asked to complete the operability questionnaire.
Table 1 shows the experimental system specifications. The SSCTS shown in the upper portion of the table is equipped
with a Core i9 9900K CPU and 64 GB of memory to ensure it can simultaneously connect to multiple users. Standard CentOS
settings are used. KVM is used as the server virtualization technology, a graphical user interface (GUI) is used for the virtual client,
and a character-based user interface (CUI) is used for the virtual server in order to utilize memory effectively. The real server
system (shown in the lower half of the table) uses CUI for the servers that construct the FOC and the file server. When the FOC
system is operating, the SSCTS power consumption is 50.1 W, while that of the real server system is 168.0 W.
Table 1: Experimental system specifications.

5.3. Experimental results and their analysis
Table 2 shows the experimental results of the comprehension examination for Groups A and B, and their analysis of
variance (ANOVA) results. In this table, “Difference” refers to the difference between the pretest and posttest results. A total of 16
users, eight users in each group, participated in the experiment, which consisted of two tests, two system constructions, and one
questionnaire. The experimental procedure took each user approximately 2 hours. ANOVA was performed based on the pretest
and the posttest results for each user. The Factor T (test) showed a significant difference between the pretest and posttest results (p
< 0.001), thus indicating improvements in the scores of both groups. Additionally, from the average value of the score difference, it
can be seen that the level of improvement was the same for both groups, and there was no significant difference in the factor G
(group) because the value F was close to 1.
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Table 2: Experimental results of comprehension examination.

Table 3 shows the pretest and posttest scores. Each score was standardized for each test content for a maximum score of
100. Moreover, their differences and the ANOVA results are shown.
Table 3: Score analysis by test content.
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Because the factor T (test) shows a significant difference (p < 0.001), it is clear that the posttest results indicate an overall
improvement over the pretest results. Additionally, because a significant difference (p < 0.05) is seen in factor I (analysis item), it is
clear that score differences exist for each item. Furthermore, since factor TI (the interaction between the test and the analysis item)
shows a significant difference (p < 0.005), we can conclude that the posttest results, as a whole, improved for each item. However,
the results also show that there were no significant differences in analysis item 1 in the simple main effect in the interaction of
factors TI. In this case, analysis item 1 is the FOC outline, while the other items involve actual construction and operation issues.
Taken together, these results show improvements in the user knowledge for the learning portions that relate to actual FOC
construction and operation.
The questionnaire results did not identify any operability issues, and similar comprehension improvements can be
observed in the SSCTS and real server system environments. Furthermore, the SSCTS is superior in other cost-related aspects
because the number of servers required for constructing the system is small, and since a virtual server is used, it can be initialized
reliably.

6.

Conclusions

This paper reported on the development of a server system construction training system (SSCTS) that can be used
simultaneously by multiple users on a single computer because it adopts server virtualization technology and virtual network
computing. Because the basic operations of the SSCTS are handled via a menu selection method, the UNIX “Tcl/Tk” toolkit was
used for its development. Additionally, because 25 virtual servers are set in the SSCTS for each user, we developed and introduced
an automatic porting system to shorten the time required to add users and prevent human errors. The “active learning” method was
adopted, and it was possible to conduct exercises related to monitoring, server construction, system construction, and
troubleshooting, all of which are necessary for server system construction, operation, and management.
A comprehension examination experiment using the construction of a failover cluster system as an example was
conducted. We developed a real server system that could be initialized for comparison with the SSCTS. The experiment was
conducted with a total of 16 users split into two groups of eight users: Group A using the SSCTS and Group B using the real
server system. Tests were conducted before and after the system construction exercises by both groups in order to determine
comprehension level improvements, and a similar level of improvement was observed in the results of both groups.
It should also be noted that other cost-related aspects were minimized because the number of servers required for
constructing the system is small. Additionally, since a virtual server is used, it can be initialized reliably. This indicates that the
SSCTS has a system advantage over real server systems in terms of the number of servers and the system initialization required
for a learning system.
However, although it is possible to learn basic server system construction techniques with SSCTS, it is not possible to
address security issues such as cracking and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks with the current version because they require
countermeasures that vary depending on the situation. As a future study, we will analyze the learning histories obtained and
consider learning effect improvement methods based on those results.
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